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Babies love playing peek-a-boo from about eight months onwards and once they latch on to this

simple game&#x8B;they can't get enough of it. DK's Peek-a-boo Books make the most of this great

interactive activity by getting young children interested in books and helping to develop memory and

thinking skills.
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This may be my favorite DK Peekaboo book of the 7 we have. The pictures are of fun bath toys.

The textures and accompanying text are great: the squishy frog, bumpy starfish, bubble, rubber

duck...

I bought this after my 10 month old showed an interest in another "lift the flap" book.He adores this

one. He spends as much time alone with it as he does his favorite toys. He remembers the pages

and goes back to them to lift the flap to see the duckie and frog, etc. underneath. It's a great way to

get small infants interested in books.Now my son runs his fingers down the pages of all his books in

the expectation he can lift up something to see what is underneath.

We have many of these Peekaboo books, in large and small formats, but this is the absolute favorite

of every baby who has come into our house (including our own two little ones). There's something

about the cheerful rubber ducky on the front and the fact that the whole book is centered around



baths that babies seem to find extra-appealing. The whole series is pretty fun, but this one is a baby

favorite.

I wasn't really a fan of this book when I first got it, but after seeing my daughter laugh and have so

much fun lifting the "flaps" (they're more like extra pages) I have to give it a pretty high rating :)The

touch and feel aspect could be better in my opinion. But other than that it's great. I think the pictures

being photos really captures my daughters attention.

she loves them- it allows her to be interactive- opening each page. Since she can't read/understand,

it's a way for her to be a part of the "reading" process. she opens each flap and touches/feels the

page with the new texture. she loves it, they're her favorites. I would say the bedtime and playtime

and bathtime are better than the "baby says peekaboo" b/c i think she likes all the toys she finds on

the pages, whereas that one is revealing babys. but she still likes the whole process of all the

books.

As is the case with ALL of the DK Publishing "Peekaboo" books we have purchased (which is about

12), they are adorable and incredibly high quality. My one year old daughter and two year old some

are in love with these books. They have only managed to tear up 2 of them, but only after at least a

year of very intense play. I have been THRILLED with them. I bought 4 for my friend's daughter as

well.

My one-year-old son loves these books, and so do his parents. The flaps are made from the same

material as the rest of the board book, so unlike most of his other lift-the-flaps, these books stand up

well to heavy "reading." The textures are great, and so are the pictures of the real babies. It's a

genius series combining many elements babies love -- sturdy flaps, interesting textures, baby

pictures, everyday objects, and engaging text.That being said, this is not the greatest book in the

series. The textures are a little dull. Several are just variations on cardboard. My son still enjoys the

book, but the textures aren't engaging or worth exploring. I recommend trying other titles first. We

love Peekaboo Playtime and Baby Loves.

My son has loved this book since he was 6 months old and my two year old is a big fan as well. The

secret to this book's success is how you read it. If you do the "peekaboo" in a lively and excited

manner as soon as the flap is open then my children are immediately in fits of giggles. If you kind of



read it monotone or in a non-excitable way the book can be somewhat dull. But read excitedly my

little ones ask for it again and again... and again. :-)
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